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Run Report 2223 – Dianella Open Space, Dianella
Squirt and Baron
Preamble:

_Crivvens, jings and help ma boab

Donka could not hand me the clipboard quick enough last week on the way back from the 2222 run in
Rooted’s car, so yours truly is back as the Stand-In Scribe.
A wet, cold and very windy night for a run but nonetheless 35 MOH bravely faced the winter weather for
tonight’s run. At least the Hare Squirt took notice of Mullaway’s failure two weeks previously and chose a site
with some cover from the elements. Just as well as I’m sure that Rations would not be so forgiving as
Mullaway’s missus with entertaining a Hash circle in her living room! Mullet is called forward for 1, 2 and 3 of
15 DD’s in recognition of having done 1500 runs with Hamersley.
The Run:
The Hare Squirt mounts the crate to tell us about the run and give directions. He reckons he used
“waterproof” chalk but just in case he handed a runners and a walkers map out. There is a Drink Stop and
Furphy’s beer was handed out and it was a Furphy that it would not rain tonight! Unfortunately, he gave the
runners map to Cookie! Squirt then sends the pack “over there” which turned out to be far too vague for the
runners, especially Cookie who had problems reading the map! I should have taken the walkers trail tonight as

once the Cookie delegated someone to read map the runners took off only to be seen by me once again. I did
find some of the trail including 2 FT’s that are not so much fun breaking as a walker on one’s own. Still, I did a
reasonable 5.4Km but not sure what the runners did as Bravefart forgot to bring his GPS watch. According to
Squirts Strava it was 7.3 km
Circle Up & Visitors/Returniks:
A bit of a debate ensued as to how many runs one had to miss to be considered a returner. So only one
week’s absence meant that Cookie missed out on a DD!.
Visitors:
None tonight.
Returniks:
None Tonight
General Business:
Remember it is Hung’s Run at Busselton this weekend with a Country & Western theme and a decent number
of H4 stalwarts are planning to attend.
Mullet is called forward for 4 & 5 DD’s of 15.
Mase entertains the circle with a joke to allow the special card holders to be seated.
Stir gives an impersonation of how ELF views the circle each week by standing next to him 3 steps lower than
the covered veranda so they were the same height!
Precious advised that there would be one last run of red H4 Hoodies so get your name down on the list if you
want one. I assume same price of A$35 applies but best to check before you place your order.
Precious gives a belated H4 goodie bag and Mug to Mental Telepathy Disorder.
Precious is looking for somewhere to bunk down this coming weekend in Busselton and Concorde puts his
hand up.
Mother is not so lucky looking for someone to swap with him in driving the Van next week. [Scribes post circle
note:- Molly Dooker said that that he would drive in place of Mother next week].
Meladjusted brings a cool bag into the circle and claims that it is the property of one H4 man who went to
Friday Hash and brought his own beer! DD to Molly Dooker!
Mullet is given his 6 & 7 DD’s closely followed by 8 & 9 of 15!
GM C-Man calls forward Disgraceful and belatedly awards him his 600 run badge that the historian Popeye
forgot to bring on the night.
Charges:
Cookie charges Molly Dooker for attending both Friday and Bridges Hash and he needs to clear up who he is
running with in addition to the mighty Hamersley. Molly Dooker reckons that he ran with Friday before
Thursday but just quite how he managed that I have no idea! DD to Molly Dooker.
Mullet takes DD’s 10 & 11 of 15.
Wimpy bravely charges the real RA Cookie for nominating Popeye last week as stand-in RA for Hamersley’s
special Run No. 2222. It was a great night apart from Popeye failing miserably in his stand-in RA’s job and
especially in front of visiting Perth, West Coast and Bullsbrook hashers by sitting on the edge of the Ice tray
and not on the actual Ice! My recollection is that Cookie avoided not only a DD but the Ice too but Wimpy got
the DD!
Voodoo has a go with an accolade and a charge on Cookie [sounds a bit like Double Dutch to me says
Zebedee Bravefart]. Cookie had the map but how come the self proclaimed Smartest Man in Hash could not
read a map. Cookie reckons it was because it was wet and blames ELF for this. I think that Bravefart got it spot
on! DD to all.
Mullet steps into the circle for DD’s 12, 13 & 14 of 15.
Concorde charges Wimpy for leading front runners Bravefart, Molly Dooker and him astray by saying that he
knew where the drink stop was and then left them and vanished into the storm! They then failed to find the
drink stop. DD Wimpy!

Mullet is brought in for his final 15 of 15 DD’s in recognition of achieving 1500 runs and now being part of the
Baker’s Dozen Club of Hamersley. Mase gives the circle his recollections of Mullet on his Decore run with a
sprinkler set up – one of the best Hash Acts ever! Cookie tells a tale about a discussion with Mullet’s ex-wife
Kerrie but it turns out to be a spoof in the form of an old joke. Wimpy recollects Interhash in KL in 1998 about
a happening in the food queue. Say no more NTOT!
GM C-Man awards Mullet his 1500 Run badge with a DD. Quite an achievement Mullet and well done. Mullet
actually confided to me at the Coffee Club that he had done quite a few more as many years ago when he was
recovering from extensive injury he used to put DNR [Did Not Run] in the book as in those days it was not
counted as an actual run if one did not run.
WOW:
The Real RA Cookie gets on the crate and calls the incumbent WOW Tampax into the circle [not moving so
well this week Tampax!] Tampax nominates XYZ but I don’t know why as he must have known that he had
already gone home! Tampax has another go and nominates his pool car driver and passenger Mausei and Kazi
for mentioning the name of the ex member whose name is not to be mentioned. Another weak nomination
that falls by the wayside!
Cookie then assumes his authority and nominates Mullet for turning up and taking 15 DD’s in Ginger Beer.
Mullet himself thinks that there is corruption in the H4 Committee as the real WOW did not turn up this week
and is under protection of the RA. HardCase attempts to educate the RA by saying that Mullet actually had a
medical exemption and it was written all over his face. To no avail as Cookie awards the WOW shirt [that fits
like a glove] to Mullet. You should have laughed at his joke earlier even though he used your ex-wife’s name
in vain!
Run Report:
Precious is asked to do the run report tonight. He reckons it was a good walk for him and as they had
someone who could read a map he reached the drink stop.
He gives it a score of 7.75 + 1 for the food = 8.75/10.
Ice:
No Ice tonight you lucky fellows – be grateful for small mercies boys as it won’t last forever!
Next Week’s Run:
My wee mate ELF is the Hare next week and it is at Precious’s house in Greenmount [he didn’t want to upset
the neighbours at his own house further up the hill]. Bring your torch and bowl and spoon!
Next week’s Van driver:
Molly Dooker who kindly swapped with Mother and let him off the hook.
Hash Lunch:
Wimpy gives a short report on last Friday’s Hash Lunch.
Hares Act
Squirt and Baron recite a little self penned version of the Old McDonald’s Farm song. A pretty good effort
despite a bit of heckling.
Song:
1500 Run Achiever Mullet lead us into Australia’s Hash to close the circle.
ON ON

C-Man / Donka 39/52

Post Note : Unfortunately no run map this week , but the good news is I was able to get out of the sun and
watch a bit of the Olympic beach volleyball up here in Broome.
Donka (in exile)
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Trinidad & Tobago 2022

West Coast Hash – 1000th Run

29 April – 1 May 2022

27th November 2021

Nash Hash Adelaide 2021
5th November 2021
Your Hash event here
Contact: hamersleyonsec@gmail.com

